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SKILLS WORKSHEET
INSTRUCTIONS

This worksheet will help you use the SKILLS assessment. Before you use the computer program, you need 
to identify the skills you now have and decide which ones you would most enjoy using in your work. n

STEP 1
At the top of the next page, list at least three Accomplishments. (You may list up to seven.) An
Accomplishment is an activity or a project that has made you feel positive about yourself and 
your capabilities. Be specific; for example, use “built a dog house” instead of “carpentry” or 
“wrote report on Julius Caesar” instead of “writing.” Include different types of activities, such
as work, leisure, community service, and school. 

STEP 2
Read all 72 skill words and their definitions. There are seven columns numbered for your 
accomplishments. Put a check under each accomplishment that used that skill. This will show
you which skills you have used in the past and help you decide if you want to use them in the
future. 

STEP 3
When you have finished Step 2, look over the list of skills once more. Identify the skills you
want to use in the future by putting a check in the last column headed ‘S’ for Satisfying Skillsr .
You may select skills that you have not used if you intend to develop them.

STEP 4
The final step is prioritizing your Satisfying Skills. From the skills checked as Satisfying
Skills, choose the 5 skills that you most enjoy and list them in the n SKILLS Summary on the
back page as Very Satisfying skills. Then choose 10 more skills and list them as Moderately 
Satisfying skills. List the last 20 as Somewhat Satisfying skills. List each skill only once. 

STEP 5
You are now ready to use the SKILLS program on the computer.

Worksheet may be reprinted by licensed sites for use with the CIS SKILLS component.ee
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